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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY1 
 
Introduction 
 
A major development since the Fourth World Conference on Women (FWCW) in Beijing 
in 1995 has been the establishment of new mechanisms, in addition to national 
machineries, to promote the goal of gender equality and the empowerment of women. 
There has been little documented research 
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Status of national mechanisms 
 
Four indicators can be used to classify and compare national mechanisms: (1) type of 
structure and location; (2) mandate; (3) role/function; and, (4) resource. 
 
Type of structure and location 
 
One major differentiation in the type of structure is that between national machineries 
and other mechanisms, the former being officially mandated by the government to be the 
lead agency. Another way of differentiating the mechanisms is to classify them by their 
location. Yet another way of differentiation is according to their status, whether 
autonomous or under government control. 
 
A. National Machinery 
 
There are variations in the types of structure and location of the national machineries. 
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Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and PFA and reporting of national efforts to 
comply with international commitments on gender equality; coordination and 
collaboration; and, social mobilization and provision of direct services to people.  

 
Resource  
 
Resource has been conceptualized in a multi-dimensional way by the study to include 
financial and human resources; leadership quality of national mechanisms; and, political 
support from the top leadership as well as powerful constituencies and mass base. 
 
All the studies indicate resource constraints. Some note heavy donor dependence which 
creates sustainability risks for the mechanisms. However, some highlight positive 
developments in political support and the quality of leadership of the national 
mechanisms.  
 
Main areas of work 
 
Strategies and instruments  
 
The four most important strategies pursued by the mechanisms are: gender 
mainstreaming; temporary special measures; promotion of legislation; and, consultation. 
In addition, they have used some of their roles as effective instruments for work, the most 
noteworthy being preparation of national and sector plans; training; sex-disaggregated 
data and statistics; research; and, monitoring and evaluation.  
 
Priority issues 
 
Several issues have been highlighted as priority in all regions. They are violence against 
women, mainly domestic violence but also other forms of physical and sexual violence or 
sexual harassment; human trafficking; representation of women in politics and 
administration; women’s health, particularly sexual and reproductive health; and, poverty 
and economic development. 
 
Coordination and collaboration  
 
With multiplication and diversification of national mechanisms, coordination and 
collaboration becomes an important but challenging task. Some regions report positive 
trends in coordination and collaboration between mechanisms as well as with other 
stakeholders. Others highlight weakness.  
 
Coordination and collaboration between mechanisms can be formal institutional 
arrangements or informal and ad hoc arrangements. Where coordination arrangements are 
formalized, the mechanisms enjoy greater authority. A major problem faced by national 
machineries is their relatively weak status and budgetary constraints vis-à-vis other line 
ministries. The regional studies note that there is little real coordination between different 
departments due to unclear mandates. 
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There is, however, increasing collaboration in all regions with other stakeholders 
including civil society, NGOs and women’s movements. Again, collaboration with 
stakeholders is strong in some regions and weak in others.  
 
The weakness in coordination and collaboration remains a matter of some concern, as this 
frustrates the building of a critical mass of resources and institutional support which need 
to be invested in the challenging task of addressing gender equality and promoting 
women’s empowerment. 
 
Key areas of achievements  
 
The regional studies highlight several areas where noteworthy gains have been registered. 
They include legal reforms; awareness raising and political visibility; increase in 
women’s political representation; gender mainstreaming; and, capacity-building.  
 
Several factors have contributed to these achievements. They include the growth and 
maturation of mechanisms; strong leadership; synergy among multiple mechanisms; 
strengthened civil society voice; and, regional level cooperation and exchanges 
supporting the work of the national mechanisms. 
 
Constraints and challenges 
 
National mechanisms still face continuing constraints and challenges. The internal 
constraints include resource limitations particularly of staff and budget. In many cases the 
mechanisms are heavily donor-dependent for funding support. Institutionally they are 
marginalized and unstable. Coordination, monitoring and accountability are weak. And 
collaboration with other stakeholders is limited. 
 
The most frequently cited external constraints are lack of political will; resistance and 
negative attitude of powerful constituencies, including social conservatives; role of “First 
Ladies”; lack of harmony between gender equality policies; and, other macro policies. 
 
The mechanisms face many challenges ahead, the most important being their 
sustainability which is at risk because of lack of political will and resistance to the 
agenda. To address this challenge, national mechanisms need to establish strong 
partnership with the women’s movement and civil society to develop an autonomous base 
of political support that can guarantee their defense in moments where they may face a 
depreciation in their authority within the machinery of government. 
 
Key findings of the study 
 

• The horizontal multiplication and diversity of structures has, on the whole, been a 
positive development facilitating gender mainstreaming and keeping the gender 
equality agenda alive in multiple institutions and levels, as well as in the public 
domainds4
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• The resources available to national mechanisms do not match their expanded 
mandates and roles. Donor dependence for funds creates risks from the 
perspective of long term sustainability.  

• Gender mainstreaming strategy is gaining visibility and acceptance but there is 
still no solid understanding about the use of the strategy and there are gaps in 
capacity development. 

• The strategy of temporary special measures, particularly quota laws, has 
contributed towards enhancing women’s political representation. Special 
measures have also been effective in addressing emerging specific issues. 

• Legal reforms have been the most widely used and effective strategy.  
• Data, statistics and analysis are improving in all regions but there are still gaps; 

particularly lacking are indicators for monitoring and evaluation. 
• Accountability is weak despite the establishment of accountability institutions.  
• Coordination and collaboration between mechanisms is weak which has 

constrained them from achieving synergy and optimal results. 
• Collaboration with multiple stakeholders, particularly with civil society and 

women’s movements strengthens national mechanisms. Women’s movements 
provide the key support but in many countries the movement appears to be 
weakening or is in conflict with national mechanisms which can erode the latter’s 
constituency base and imperils their survival. 

• Regional and international processes and institutions lend legitimacy, help in 
exchange of knowledge and experience, and thereby strengthen capacity of 
national mechanisms. 

 
Recommendations 
 
The study recommends the following priority actions to strengthen the national 
mechanisms: 

• Institutional arrangements for coordination need to be formalized and their 
application needs to be monitored to improve coordination. 

• Collaboration with civil society, women’s organizations and other social partners, 
particularly alliances with new stakeholders such as youth needs to be built.  

• Staff capacity, especially its gender equality expertise, needs to be improved. 
Budgetary allocation from national sources needs to be increased. 

• Work in the area of law reforms should be expanded to combat discrimination 
against women in all sectors as well as to promote gender equality legislations. 

• Additional efforts are needed to clarify strategies, strengthen policies and design 
practical tools for gender mainstreaming. 

• Special measures will have to be designed to address emerging issues which do 
not fit into established policy frameworks. 

• Sex-disaggregated data, statistics and gender equality research will need 
continuing promotion and support as they are essential for development of policy 
instruments and monitoring of actions. 

• Monitoring indicators need to be developed to better assess performance of 
diverse mechanisms. 
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• Collaboration and exchange with regional and international institutions and 
processes need to be encouraged as they have been proven to be effective in 
strengthening national mechanisms.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


